CWP Series
controlled wall plate

- Compact, decora-style insert complete with metal wall plate to fit any standard single gang box
- LED indicates when the receptacle is active
- Dry contact closure input - no external voltage required for control
  - Not susceptible to voltage drops on control wire
- Neutrik PowerCON® receptacle that locks the power cable to the device and wall to mitigate the potential of accidentally unplugging (available in 16A rated model)
- Rear integrated contact closure to alleviate the need to run the control wire to the front of the wall plate
- Models available in NEMA 12A rated or with PowerCON® 16A rated receptacle

Controlled wall plate shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # CWP-____ (115, 120-PCON). Overall dimensions shall be 1.74" W x ___D (1.75", 1.55", refer to drawing) x 2.6" H. CWP Series shall mount into a standard single gang box, and include a decorator-style wall plate. CWP Series shall have a single 12 amp rated NEMA 5-15R outlet or 16 Amp rated PowerCON® outlet (refer to drawing). CWP Series shall have a Status LED to indicate when receptacle is energized. CWP series shall have 3qty 12 AWG 6" length leads. CWP Series shall have dry contact closure terminal. CWP Series shall be ETL Listed in the US and Canada. CWP Series shall have a black finish. CWP Series shall be warranted to be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use and conditions for a period of 3 years.

Customizable specification clips available at middleatlantic.com
CWP Series
basic dimensions

all dimensions in inches unless otherwise noted [all dimensions in brackets are in millimeters]

CWP-115

CWP-120-PCON

status LED receptacle is energized when illuminated
clearance for rear bracket
power con (16A, 120VAC)
control terminal (dry contact closure) use 14-24 AWG 600 V wire

status LED receptacle is energized when illuminated
control terminal (dry contact closure) use 14-24 AWG 600 V wire